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The Race 
  

 

 

Once upon a 

time, there 

was a rabbit 

and a 

tortoise. 

Both of 

them 

decided to 

race against 

each other. 

They made 

the 

arrangemen

ts and planned a race track.  

Many animals gathered to watch the race. As the race began, the rabbit 

sped off and was way ahead of the tortoise in no time. He decided to take 

a short rest in between. “I will get up in a while and then finish the race”, 

he thought. 

Meanwhile, the tortoise, slowly and steadily, made his way across the race 

track. He went on and did not stop along the way. He passed by the 

rabbit, dozing under the bush. He did not stop and finally reached the end 

of the track. In a short while, the rabbit woke up and dashed to the 

finishing line, but what did he see? The tortoise had WON! 
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 The Race 
 

Tick     the correct answer.  Tick     the correct answer. 
 

1. Which two animals took part in the race?   1. race track 

a. Rabbit and frog       a. foot path 

b. Rabbit and tortoise      b. course 

c. Rabbit and zebra       c. movement 

d. Rabbit and bear       d. layout 
 

2. When did the rabbit speed off?    2. gathered 

a. When the race ended.      a. arranged 

b. When the race began.      b. picked 

c. When the race finished.     c. blown 

d. When the race was being planned.    d. collected 

 

3. Where was the rabbit dozing?    3. finish 

a. Above the bush       a. end 

b. Under the bush       b. cry 

c. Across the bush       c. cheer 

d. Beside the bush       d. cut 

 

4. Where did the rabbit dash to?    4. dozing 

a. To the race track       a. crying 

b. To the finishing line      b. laughing 

c. To the burrow       c. sitting 

d. To the forest       d. sleeping 

 


